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Abstract: With the continuous development of wireless communication technology, the Internet of
Things (IoT) is being used in a wide range of fields. The IoT collects and exchanges large amounts of
data with objects, either tangible or intangible, such as sensors or physical devices, connected to the
Internet. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are components of IoT systems. WSNs are used in various
IoT systems, such as monitoring, tracking, and detection systems, to extract relevant information and
deliver it to users. WSNs consist of sensor nodes with low power, low cost, and multiple functions.
Because sensor nodes have limited resources, such as power and memory, a reduction in the energy
efficiency of the sensor nodes in WSNs will lead to a decrease in wireless network performance and
an increase in packet loss, which affects IoT system performance. Therefore, this study aimed to find
an energy-efficient routing method that extends the lifetime of WSNs by minimizing the battery use
of sensor nodes to improve the network performance of IoT systems. Conserving energy from sensor
nodes and increasing network throughput in WSNs involves having protocols. The low-energy
adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH ) protocol is a well-known hierarchical routing protocol in
WSNs that constructs clusters and transmits data. LEACH increases energy efficiency by transmitting
data from sensor nodes to the base station (BS) through the cluster head. It is widely adopted in
the WSN network field, and many protocols are being studied to improve cluster header selection
and data transmission to increase the energy efficiency of sensor nodes. In this study, we attempted
to improve energy efficiency by removing unnecessary energy from LEACH. In LEACH, when the
sensor node is located between the BS and the cluster head, the sensor node transmits data to the
cluster head in the opposite direction of the BS. The data sent to the cluster head are transmitted in the
direction of the BS. Thus, transmission in the opposite direction consumes unnecessary energy and
affects the WSN performance of IoT systems. In this study, we propose a D-LEACH (direction-based
LEACH) protocol based on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) that improves the efficiency
of transmission energy considering the data transmission direction of sensor nodes. D-LEACH aims
to balance the energy of the sensor nodes and improve the performance of WSNs in the IoT system
by reducing unnecessary energy consumption caused by reverse transmission considering the data
transmission direction of the sensor nodes. In the course of the paper, we refer to the routing protocol
of WSNs to improve network performance and describe LEACH. We also explain the D-LEACH
protocol proposed in this paper and confirm the performance improvement of WSNs in an IoT system
through simulation.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) connects objects, people, various systems, and information resources
to manage information from the real and virtual world and provide intelligent services. IoT features
objects that recognize a situation, and many IoT systems are required to provide services related to
objects that know their surroundings and are associated with them.

With the development of wireless communication technology and micro-electronic mechanical
systems (MEMS) technology, the IoT can be used in various applications that require wireless
communication technologies, such as transportation devices, healthcare, military, and smart
homes [1–4]. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be considered an Internet extension of the physical
environment in IoT and are a component of the IoT system and IoT community [5]. WSNs consist of
sensor nodes that have limitations regarding battery lifetime. Sensor nodes can detect the surrounding
environment, configure the network, and transmit data, and data from sensor nodes can be sent to the
user via the base station (BS) [6–9]. The battery lifetime of the sensor node is the most important factor
to consider when designing WSNs. Therefore, improving the network performance of IoT systems
must be the focus, by designing energy-efficient WSN protocols.

A sensor node is a hardware device that senses the environment, processes data, and transmits
data. The sensor node consists of a sensing unit, processing unit, communication unit, and power
unit, as shown in Figure 1. Depending on the application, it may also have a location finding system,
mobilizer, and power generator.

Figure 1. The components of a sensor node.

The sensor nodes collect the sensed data and transmit them to the BS located between the sensor
nodes. Sensor nodes are small, are lightweight, and have low production costs, they also have
many limitations such as energy, memory capacity, and processing speed [10–12]. These constraints
affect the communication distance and data processing speed between sensor nodes. WSNs are used
in various fields, such as terrain, climate, military, and ecological monitoring. The sensor node is
randomly arranged according to the environment and purpose or is placed at a designated location.
The deployed sensor node constructs the network and transmits the collected information to the
BS. During this operation, data communication should be performed in an energy-efficient manner.
The routing protocol of WSNs can extend the lifetime of WSNs by designing and implementing the
efficient use of the energy of the sensor node [13].

The routing protocol of WSNs can be divided into flat network routing, hierarchical routing,
and location-based routing depending on the network structure. The hierarchical routing protocol
divides sensor nodes into clusters and has a hierarchy of cluster headers (CHs) and member nodes
in the cluster. Clustering in WSNs is a protocol for reducing the energy usage of sensor nodes.
Cluster-based routing increases energy efficiency, reduces transmission latency, and improves network
scalability [14]. Clustering selects a representative node called a cluster header among the sensor nodes
scattered in the field, and the CH collects data from peripheral nodes and transmits them to the BS.
Sensor nodes can conserve energy by sending data to the BS via the CH [15]. Therefore, by selecting
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the CH among the sensor nodes, energy usage can be reduced and the life of WSNs can be extended.
The low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) is a cluster-based hierarchical routing protocol
for cluster configuration and data transmission. LEACH saves the transmission energy of the sensor
node by transmitting data after configuring the cluster [16–20]. Many studies have been conducted to
improve CH elective and data transmission methods in LEACH. Meanwhile, in this study, we focused
on reducing energy loss caused by reverse transmission in LEACH.

In LEACH, when the sensor node is between the BS and the CH, the sensor node transmits data
to the CH. At this time, data transmission occurs in the opposite direction of the BS. Energy dissipation
associated with data transmission from the sensor node to the CH affects network performance.
Figure 2 shows the reverse transmission.

Figure 2. Reverse transmission of sensor nodes.

In this study, to improve the network performance of IoT systems, we attempted to increase the
energy efficiency by eliminating the reverse transmission of sensor nodes. We propose a direction-based
LEACH (D-LEACH) based on the transmission direction of the sensor node. D-LEACH reduces the
unnecessary energy consumption of LEACH by selecting the direction of data transmission.

D-LEACH consists of four phases: layer configuration phase, probability calculation phase for
CH selection, setup phase, and steady-state phase. D-LEACH divides the WSNs into several layers
using the relative distance between the BS and sensor nodes. The number of sensor nodes in each layer
is different for each layer. The top layer has the largest number of sensor nodes and the lowest layer
has the smallest number of sensor nodes. Each layer calculates the CH selection probability. The layer
with many sensor nodes has a high probability of CH selection. The sensor nodes of each layer select
the CH using the selection probability. The sensor node becomes a member node of the CH having the
strongest signal intensity among the CHs located closer to the BS than itself. The sensor node uses
the relative distance to determine the direction of the data transmission. It transmits the data to the
location of the BS using direct transmission, single-hop transmission or multi-hop transmission.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the cluster-based routing
protocol, and Section 3 discusses LEACH. Section 4 introduces the proposed energy-efficient routing
protocol, and Section 5 analyzes and compares the performance of the proposed routing protocol.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Cluster-Based Routing Protocol

The energy-efficient design of WSNs in IoT systems is complicated owing to the energy constraints
of sensor nodes. The energy efficiency of WSNs is an important issue in the evaluation of IoT
performance. To achieve energy efficiency for sensor nodes, many routing algorithms based on
clustering have been proposed [21,22].
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LEACH is a well-known cluster-based routing protocol for WSNs [23]. WSNs select CHs at
regular intervals, and each sensor node has the same probability of becoming a CH. The sensor node
transmits data to the BS through the CH, thereby increasing the energy efficiency of the sensor node to
extend the lifetime of the network. Many protocols have been proposed that improve performance
based on LEACH.

A clustering-based routing algorithm in IoT-aware wireless mesh networks configures clustering
by selecting adjacent clusters to avoid flooding the network [24]. It also increases network throughput
by analyzing undistributed routes.

The k-means clustering algorithm proposes an optimized cluster structure using the weighted
function of the k-means clustering algorithm [25]. The weighted function evaluation determines
whether to split or merge the cluster structure. The CH conserves energy in the network by
merging data.

The dynamic CH selection method for wireless sensor networks uses an estimation algorithm
to overcome the imbalance in energy consumption by electing a new CH based on the ratio of the
remaining and average energy of the node on the network from the dead time of the node [26]. In this
study, the monitoring area was distributed through a mesh algorithm. The relocation of the area after
the sensor node’s death in the monitoring area should be considered.

Improved energy-efficient CH selection in WSNs (IEECHS) improves the CH selection technique
in LEACH and selects dual CH [27]. The first CH is used for data transmission, and the second CH is
used to deduplicate data to reduce the communication cost of the network. The use of two CHs in this
study shows better performance than LEACH. However, it may affect data transmission delay.

A related study [28] proposed a distributed CH rotation mechanism to balance CH energy
consumption. To avoid the energy hole problem of associated with a CH located far away from the BS,
the energy efficiency is improved by designing a dynamic multi-hop routing algorithm for CH nodes
using a proposed distance and energy recognition cost function.

A hybrid hierarchical clustering approach (HHCA) is a proposed clustering method based on
a three-layer structure [29]. It uses a centralized grid for head selection at the top level and distributed
clustering for head selection at the lowest level. It uses a clustering approach similar to LEACH and
re-selects grids and clusters in each round.

Partitioned-based energy efficient–LEACH (PE-LEACH) is a proposed method to reduce energy
consumption by avoiding multi-hop communication between the CH and BS of sensor nodes with
mobile BS [30]. The area of the WSNs is divided into a number of quadrants, and the BS will move
according to the quadrant. The CH is selected based on the residual energy of the node.

IoT-LEACH (I-LEACH) is a proposed method to extend the energy efficiency of WSNs by
extending the term of the CH if the residual energy of the elected CH is above a threshold [31].
The proposed method shows better performance than LEACH, but it may cause problems associated
with energy imbalance in the CH.

Learning automata-based multilevel heterogeneous routing (LA-MHR) is a proposed
S-model-based LA for the election of CHs that uses single-hop and multi-hop transmission to increase
energy efficiency [32].

The energy-aware routing protocol (EAP) compares the average residual energy of all neighboring
nodes in the CH selection and uses a new clustering parameter in which the sensor node with the
highest residual energy becomes the CH [33]. In addition, building a routing tree between CHs to
maintain the energy load balance between sensor nodes was proposed. The EAP proposed in this
study has better performance than LEACH according to the simulation results.

A previous report proposed a multi-hop energy-neutral clustering (MENC) algorithm [34]. All the
CHs in the network transmit data to the BS by a multi-hop communication method and analyze the data
rate and transmission energy consumption to impose energy neutrality constraints. Data throughput
increases with MENC compared with LEACH.
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A related study [35] proposed fuzzy logic-based energy efficiency clustering using a fuzzy logic
model with residual energy, location suitability, density, compression, and distance from the BS as
descriptors. This related study [35] demonstrated improved network lifetime and energy efficiency
compared LEACH.

However, EAP, MENC, and related algorithms [35] can affect the limited resources of sensor nodes
because each sensor node must maintain information about neighboring nodes and residual energy.

2.2. Energy Consumption Model

WSNs are most important for efficient energy use. It is not possible to charge or replace batteries
when sensor nodes are sprayed in a given area. That is, the life of the sensor node depends on the
life of the battery, which affects the life of the WSNs. The sensor nodes consume energy for sensor
detection, computation of data, and transmission and/or reception between sensor nodes. In WSNs,
a large mount of energy is used for data transmission, and much research has focused on the routing
method for efficient use of transmission energy. The transmission energy model of LEACH is shown
in Figure 3 [36].

Figure 3. Energy propagation model of low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH).

In Equation (1), the energy consumption Etx required to transmit k bits over the distance d
is represented. Eelec is the radio electron energy, and Eamp is the transmitter amplification energy.
The amplification energy is divided into a E f sfree space propagation model and Emp multipath
propagation model according to the critical distance d0.

Etx = Eelec(k) + Eamp(k, d),

=

{
kEelec + kE f sd2, d < d0

kEelec + kEmpd4, d ≥ d0

(1)

LEACH distinguishes between the free space propagation model and the multipath propagation
model using the d0 critical distance defined in Equation (2).

d0 =

√
E f s

Emp
(2)

If the transmission distance is smaller than d0, a free space propagation model is employed, and if
it is large, a multipath propagation model is utilized. In the free space propagation model, power is
consumed in proportion to the square of the transmission distance d0, and equation d in the multipath
propagation model, power is consumed in proportion to the four square of the transmission distance d0.
Equation (3) represents the energy consumption when receiving k bits of data.
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Erx = Eelec × k (3)

3. LEACH

LEACH is a hierarchical routing protocol based on clusters in WSNs and selects a CH among
sensor nodes. Then, the CH collects the data from the neighboring sensor node and transmits it
to the BS. LEACH has a set-up phase and a steady-state phase. Figure 4 shows the process of the
LEACH protocol.

Figure 4. LEACH protocol process.

The two phases constitute one round. The rounds have a constant time interval. After a set time,
a new round begins. The BS sends the start message for a new round, and the sensor node executes
the set-up phase and the steady-state phase [37,38].

Step 1. Set-up phase
In the set-up phase, CHs are selected among the sensor nodes, and the CHs configure the cluster.

The CH is selected according to the probability of the sensor nodes. Each sensor node generates
an arbitrary number. Then, an arbitrary number is compared with T(n) in Equation (4).

T(n) =


P

1−(r mod 1
P )

if n ∈ G

0 otherwise
(4)

Here, G is a set of sensor nodes that are not selected as the CH. P is the probability that the
sensor node will be a CH, and r is the current round. If any number of sensor nodes n is smaller
than the value of T(n) and included in G, the sensor node n becomes the CH. The set G initializes
at regular intervals. The CH transmits an advertisement message (ADV) to the surrounding sensor
nodes indicating that it is a CH. The surrounding sensor node receiving the ADV compares the signal
strength of the ADV. The sensor node sends a join request message (Join-REQ) to the CH with the
highest ADV signal strength. The CH receives the Join-REQ from surrounding sensor nodes and
assigns the time slot to the sensor nodes that have sent Join-REQ. The CH next sends TDMA schedules
to the surrounding nodes. The sensor nodes become member nodes of the CH, and the CH then
completes the cluster configuration.

Step 2. Steady-state phase
The steady-state phase is the data transmission stage. Figure 5 shows the steady-state phase.

All member nodes in the cluster transmit data to the CH according to the TDMA schedule. The CH
merges and compresses the sensor node data and transmits them to the BS.
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Figure 5. Steady-state phase of LEACH.

Multi-hop LEACH (MH-LEACH) is a routing protocol that uses multi-hop transmission [18,37].
Figure 6 shows the steady-state phase of MH-LEACH.

Figure 6. Steady-State phase of a multi-hop LEACH (MH-LEACH).

MH-LEACH increases the transmission energy efficiency of the CH. In LEACH, if the CH is
located far from the BS, the CH uses a large mount of transmission energy. MH-LEACH constructs
an optimal path by selecting multi-hop between CH and BS. The MH-LEACH designates an upper
and lower CH according to the distance from the BS position. The lower CH transmits the data
to the upper CH, and the uppermost CH transmits the data to the BS. MH-LEACH can configure
wide-area networks by enabling transmission of data between CHs. In this study, we found a method
that can reduce unnecessary energy consumption caused by reverse transmission by improving the
LEACH protocol.

4. D-LEACH

In this section, we discuss in detail the proposed D-LEACH to improve the energy efficiency of
WSNs. D-LEACH is an improved LEACH protocol that reduces unnecessary energy consumption
caused by data transmission in the reverse direction relative to the BS. The sensor node of D-LEACH
calculates the relative distance using the strength of the signal and determines the transmission
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direction. The BS sends signals to each sensor node. Each sensor node calculates the relative distance
to the BS from the strength of the signal. The sensor nodes then determine the direction of transmission
by comparing the relative distances of adjacent nodes. D-LEACH uses direct transmission, single-hop
transmission, and multi-hop transmission.

The D-LEACH algorithm has four phases.

Step 1. Layer configuration phase.

The BS collects the relative distance information for each sensor node in the WSNs region.
The WSN consist of layers according to the relative distance of each sensor node.

Step 2. CH probability calculation for the layer.

The selection probability of each sensor node for the CH depends on its layer.

Step 3. Set-up phase.

In this step, the cluster is configured. The sensor node is selected as the CH using the
probability. Sensor nodes not selected as the CH become member nodes of the CH by
comparing the relative distance. A sensor node that fails to select a CH that meets the
conditions becomes a normal node. Clustering consists of a CH and member nodes.

Step 4. Steady-state phase.

In this step, data are transmitted from the sensor node and from the CH to the BS. The member
nodes send data to the CH. The CH merges and compresses the data and sends them to the
upper CH near the BS. Data are sent to the BS via the upper CH. The normal node transmits
directly to the BS.

Steps 1 and 2 are performed once in the early stages of WSNs, and Steps 3 and 4 are repeated at
regular intervals until all sensor nodes die. Figure 7 shows the steps of the D-LEACH. We explain each
step in detail.

Figure 7. Steps of Direction-based LEACH (D-LEACH).
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4.1. Layer Configuration Phase

D-LEACH configures layers of different sizes based on the relative distances of the sensor nodes.
Figure 8. shows the layer structure of D-LEACH.

Figure 8. Layer configuration of D-LEACH.

Each sensor node transmits a message including the ID information to the BS. The BS calculates
the relative distance of each sensor node based on the strength of the signal and stores the ID of the
sensor node. The BS constructs layers of different sizes using the distance of the nearest sensor node
and the distance of the farthest sensor node. The sensor nodes located close to the BS are included in
the upper layer, and the sensor nodes located far away from the BS are included in the lower layer.
The number of sensor nodes included in the layer decreases from the upper layer to the lower layer.
The number of sensor nodes in layer i is expressed as Ni in Equation (5).

Ni = N × k− (i− 1)

∑k
j=1 j

(5)

The number of sensor nodes in the network is N, the total number of layers is k , and the layer
number is i.

4.2. CH Probability Calculation for Layers

Each layer has a different CH selection probability. For the sensor node to transmit data in the
direction in which the BS is located, the CH selection probability of the upper layer is high, and the
CH selection probability of the lower layer is low. The BS calculates Wi as the CH selection probability
value of each layer, as shown in Equation (6).

Wi =

P
(

1 + k−(i−1)
k

)
when i 6= k

P when i = k
(6)

P is the probability value that the sensor node is selected as CH in the WSN, the total number of
layers is k , and the layer number is i. The BS transmits the layer information of each sensor node and
the CH selection probability values of each layer to each sensor node. Each sensor node stores its layer
information and the CH selection probability value.
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4.3. Set-Up Phase

The BS relays the start of the round to all sensor nodes. Each sensor node that receives the start
message selects a CH using the CH probability in Equation (7).

T(n) =


Wi

1−Wi×(r mod 1
Wi )

if n ∈ Gi,

En > Initial Energy× 0.1

0 otherwise

(7)

The sensor node’s layer number is i, and Gi is the set of sensor nodes in the i layer not yet selected
as CH. Further, Wi is the CH selection probability value of the layer i, as in Equation (6), and r is
the current round. The sensor node n is included in Gi for the calculation T(n) using Wi of its layer
and r. En is the remaining energy of sensor node n. If En of sensor node n included in Gi is less than
10%, it is excluded from the CH election candidate. Each sensor node generates an arbitrary number.
Then, this number is compared with T(n). If T(n) is larger than the arbitrary number generated by
the sensor node n, the sensor node n becomes the CH.

The CH transmits an ADV including relative distance information between itself and the BS to
the surrounding sensor nodes. Figure 9 shows the ADV of the CH. The ADV message contains the
ADV header, ID of the sensor node, ID of the CH, and information regarding the distance to the BS.

Figure 9. Advertisement message (ADV) of cluster header (CH).

Each sensor node that receives the ADV compares the relative distance and selects a CH to which
Join-REQ is transmitted. Figure 10 shows the CH selection process for the sensor node.

Figure 10. Cluster configuration of sensor nodes.
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(a) The sensor node calculates the distance from the CH using the reception strength of the ADV.
(b) The sensor node compares the BS distance information of the ADV with its direct transmission

distance information and selects CHs located close to the BS.
(c) The sensor node selects CHs that have a shorter distance than the direct transmission distance

among the CHs located close to the BS.
(d) The sensor node transmits Join-REQ to the CH with the shortest transmission distance among

the CHs of (c).

If there is no CH satisfying this condition, the sensor node does not transmit Join-REQ. The CH
assigns a time slot to the sensor node that transmits Join-REQ and transmits the TDMA schedule.
The sensor node receiving the TDMA schedule becomes a member node of the CH, and the cluster
configuration is completed.

4.4. Steady-State Phase

When the setup phase is completed, data transmission begin. Figure 11 shows the data transfer
process of the sensor node.

Figure 11. Data transmission process of the sensor node.

D-LEACH distinguishes the CH according to the distance from the BS. The CH located close
to the BS is the upper CH, whereas the CH farther from the BS is the lower CH. The algorithm uses
direct transmission, single-hop transmission, and multi-hop transmission utilizing relative distances.
The member nodes of the CH transmit data to the CH. The sensor nodes, not the member nodes of
the CH, transmit directly to the BS. The CH transmits data to the nearest upper CH that is closer to
the BS than itself and a shorter distance than the direct transmission distance to the BS. If there is no
upper CH corresponding to this condition, the CH transmits directly. Figure 12 shows the steady-state
of D-LEACH.
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Figure 12. Steady-state of D-LEACH.

5. Performance Analysis

WSNs are widely used in IoT systems, and the energy efficiency of sensor nodes affects the
network performance of IoT systems. D-LEACH aims to improve the energy efficiency by transferring
data in consideration of the direction of data transmission.

In this section, the performance of D-LEACH is compared with that of LEACH and MH-LEACH.
We considered a fixed number of sensors and a square field. To verify D-LEACH performance
using MATLAB 2014a, 100 sensor nodes was randomly distributed on networks of various sizes
(100 × 100 m2, 200 × 200 m2, and 300 × 300 m2). The initial energy of the sensor node is 0.5 J,
and the sensor node is the same under various conditions. The BS is placed at the bottom left (0, 0).
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Each network was simulated 20 times in 3500 rounds.
The energy consumption model in Section 2.2 was used to evaluate the energy consumption of the
sensor nodes.

Table 1. Parameters of the simulation.

Parameter Value

Number of Sensor nodes 100 nodes
Initial Energy 0.5 J

Data Size 2000 bit
Transfer Energy (Eelec) 50 nJ/bit

Transmitter Amplifier Energy(E f s) 10 pj/bit/m2

Transmitter Amplifier Energy(Emp) 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

Merge Energy(Eda) 5 nJ/bit
Number of Layer 4 Layer

Time of Simulation 3500 rounds
Network Size 100 × 100 m2, 200 × 200 m2 and 300 × 300 m2

There are five assumptions about the routing algorithm being evaluated.

(1) Sensor nodes are randomly placed in the network. The position of the deployed sensor node does
not change.

(2) All sensor nodes in the network have the same sensing technology, computing technology,
and communication technology.

(3) All sensor nodes have limited energy and are not charged.
(4) In the event of a failed packet transmission resulting from a link error, retransmissions of packets

are not considered.
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(5) The BS periodically transmits the starting message of the round for data collection, and the sensor
node transmits the data according to the routing algorithm.

In this study, the lifetime of the network, the energy efficiency and the packet reception rate of the
BS were used as indicators of algorithm performance for evaluation.

(1) The lifetime of the network: the duration of the operation of WSNs from the beginning to the
death of the first node (FND). This Indicates the stable state of the network.

(2) Energy efficiency: amount of energy used in a stable network, including the total amount of
energy used in a stable network and the amount of energy used in one round.

(3) Packet-received ratio: The number of packets received by the BS while the network is stable.

5.1. Lifetime of WSNs

Figures 13–15 show that D-LEACH was superior to the other protocols in terms of network
lifetime. When the network size was 100 × 100 m2, the network lifetime of D-LEACH was 1.5% and
0.6% greater, respectively, relative to LEACH and MH-LEACH, as shown in Figure 13. When the
network size was 200 × 200 m2, the network lifetime of the proposed algorithm increased by 452.2%
and 15.6%, respectively, relative to LEACH and MH-LEACH, as shown in Figure 14. When the network
size was 300 × 300 m2, an increase of 1168.3% and 111.9%, respectively, for D-LEACH compared
with the other two algorithms, as shown in Figure 15. The main reason for these results is that by
determining the direction of data transmission for the sensor nodes, the energy retention rate of the
sensor nodes increases and prolongs the lifetime of the network because it reduces unnecessary energy
consumption caused by reverse transmission.

Figure 13. The number of dead sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) (100 ×100 m2).

Figure 14. The number of dead sensor nodes in WSNs (200 × 200 m2).
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Figure 15. The number of dead sensor nodes in WSNs (300 × 300 m2).

The network lifetime simulation results regarding the time to FND are shown in Figure 16 for
various network sizes. The figure also shows that the FND time for D-LEACH was later than that of
LEACH and MH-LEACH. For a network size of 300 × 300 m2, the network lifetime of D-LEACH was
significantly extended compared with that of the LEACH and MH-LEACH protocols. Table 2 shows
that the network lifetime of D-LEACH is longer than that of other protocols.

Figure 16. Time of occurrence of death of the first node (FND).

Table 2. FND time ratio according to network size.

(FND Time Radio Based on 100 × 100 m2) 100 × 100 m2 200 × 200 m2 300 × 300 m2

D-LEACH 1777 1458 761
(100%) (82%) (43%)

LEACH 1750 264 60
(100%) (15%) (3%)

MH-LEACH 1766 1261 359
(100%) (71%) (20%)

5.2. Energy Efficiency

Figure 17 shows the average energy consumption per round in the network stability period.
When the network size was 100 × 100 m2, the energy efficiency of D-LEACH increased by 13.5% and
2.7%, respectively, relative to LEACH and MH-LEACH. When the network size was 200 × 200 m2,
the energy efficiency of the proposed algorithm increased by 64.5% and 13.3%, respectively, relative to
LEACH and MH-LEACH. When the network size was 300 × 300 m2, an increase of 86% and 33.8%,
respectively, can be observed compared with the other two algorithms. Therefore, the D-LEACH has
higher energy efficiency than the other protocols.
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Figure 17. The average amount of energy used per round.

Figures 18–20 show the energy consumption of the network, from which it is evident that the
D-LEACH had lower consumption energy, indicating that the network could survive for a longer
period of time.

Figure 18. Energy consumption (100 × 100 m2).

Figure 19. Energy consumption (200 × 200 m2).
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Figure 20. Energy consumption (300 × 300 m2).

5.3. Packet-Received Ratio

Figure 21 shows the number of packets received by the BS while the network status is stable.
The network throughput of D-LEACH increased relative to those of LEACH and MH-LEACH. This is
because the D-LEACH algorithm adopts the direction of data transmission to reduce unnecessary
energy consumption. Thus, the nodes have a longer survival time. The time that the nodes survive
in the network is longer than that of other algorithms, and the number of packets received by the BS
also increases.

Figure 21. The number of packets received by base station (BS) while the network is stable.

5.4. Discussion

The D-LEACH protocol was found to be superior to LEACH and MH-LEACH in terms of network
life, power consumption, and BS data reception. The reasons for this are as follows.

(1) LEACH and MH-LEACH transmit data to the CH, closest to the sensor node, and do not consider
the transmission distance or direction of transmission. Even if the BS is located close to the sensor
node, the data are sent to the distant CH. D-LEACH determines the transmission direction by
comparing the relative distances of the sensor node (to the BS, and the sensor node) to the CH.
It transmits data to the CH near the BS and saves energy consumed by direct transmission if
there is no CH that meets these conditions. This shows excellence even when the network size
increases. Sensor nodes consume a large amount of energy in data transmission, which is related
to the lifespan of sensor nodes. Saving transmission energy extends the life of the sensor node,
which extends the lifetime of the network.
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(2) During CH selection, LEACH and MH-LEACH do not check the residual energy of the sensor
node. If a sensor node with a small residual energy is selected as the CH, it consumes a large
amount of energy in data merging, compression, and transmission, and causing the sensor node to
die quickly. D-LEACH ensures that sensor nodes with residual energy below the critical residual
energy are not selected as the CH, thus maintaining the energy balance of the sensor nodes.

The lifetime of WSNs affects the network performance of the IoT system, and the lifetime of
WSNs is determined by the lifetime of the sensor nodes. D-LEACH is thus superior to LEACH and
MH-LEACH in terms of network lifetime, power consumption, and data throughput.

6. Conclusions

IoT systems consist of wired and wireless communication, various heterogeneous devices,
and various software. WSNs are widely used in the design of IoT systems. WSNs consist of sensor
nodes with limited energy and the performance of sensor nodes affects IoT systems. Extending the
lifetime of WSNs by increasing the transmission energy efficiency of sensor nodes is an important task.
LEACH is a well-known protocol for WSNs. Many studies have been conducted that have revised
the limits of LEACH to enhance the performance of WSNs. In this study, we proposed the D-LEACH
protocol to reduce unnecessary transmission energy consumption caused by the reverse transmission
when the sensor node is located between the BS and the CH. D-LEACH is a routing protocol that
transmits data using the relative distance based on the RSSI between the sensor node and the BS.
D-LEACH divides the network area into several layers using the relative distance between the sensor
node and the BS. Each layer has a CH selection probability. The sensor nodes become the CH using the
CH selection probability in the layer. The sensor nodes compare the relative distances of CH and BS it
becomes a member of the CH or becomes a normal node. When the cluster configuration of WSNs
is completed, the sensor node data are transmitted to the BS using direct transmission, single-hop
transmission, or multi-hop transmission.

To evaluate the performance of D-LEACH, we confirmed the lifetime, average energy
consumption, and network throughput of WSNs according to the network size. Performance
comparison showed that D-LEACH extends the lifetime of WSNs relative to LEACH and MH-LEACH.
In addition, the average energy consumption of D-LEACH is less than that of LEACH and MH-LEACH.
In particular, when the size of the WSNs increases, D-LEACH shows better performance. This shows
that the energy balance of sensor nodes in D-LEACH is superior to that of LEACH and MH-LEACH.
D-LEACH reduces the consumption associated with reverse transmission energy and increases the
efficiency of data transmission energy, improving the network performance of IoT systems.

In this study, we focused on reducing the consumption of transmission energy in WSNs.
The security and reliability of the data were also considered. Future research tasks will determine
how to secure enhance security and reliability by proposing cryptographic transmission of data in
D-LEACH and how to reduce packet size to increase energy efficiency.
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